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Covenant students and
faculty celebrated Martin
Luther King Jr. Day in a
new fashion this year and
combined it with Day of
Prayer.
The schedule for the
day included four parts: a
sunrise prayer service at
Rock City, a panel discussion on race and the
African American experience, service projects with
Project52, and finally a jazz
celebration, which included
a meditation by Rev. Irwin
Ince.
In Covenant’s past, classes were held on MLK Day.
The college’s intent in holding classes on the holiday

was to celebrate the legacy
of Dr. Martin Luther King
Jr. by being diligent in study
and work. Furthermore, the
fear of MLK Day becoming
merely an idle day off negated the reflective nature
of the holiday, which the
college seeks to promote.
This year, for the first
time, the holiday was combined with Day of Prayer.
Day of Prayer is an event
which occurs bi-annually
(once in the fall, once in the
spring) as a day of respite
and meditation for the upcoming semester.
Though the decision to
combine the days was extremely practical, it exemplified increasing and ongoing conversations about

race on Covenant’s campus.
Such dialogue was prompted within the student body
throughout the events of
the day.
The sunrise service was
held at 7 a.m. and featured
worship, led by Will Bryan,
and designated time for
prayer in groups. The fulcrum of the event, however,
was King’s “I Have a Dream
Speech.” This was intended
to introduce the locus of
meditation for today amidst
a setting of worship.
At 11 a.m., students
gathered in the chapel to
hear from some of Covenant’s own students about
being an African American
in the modern context.
The panel featured three
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MLK DAY OVERVIEW
by Chase Waller
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students: Erik Peeples
(‘20), Nyra Johnson (‘18),
and Berto Dryden (‘19).
Questions ranged from
white privilege, to growing
up as African Americans,
to Donald Trump, and to
future growth in conversations of race.
At the end of the panel, Peeples said, “...if you
all, my white brothers and
sisters, take heart to what
we’ve been saying, to what
MLK was saying, to what
Jesus said on the cross
two-thousand years ago,
the reality for me and my
children won’t have to be
scary.”
The events of the day
continued at 1:30, as students gathered for service

projects with Project 52, a
local home repair ministry.
The chapel department set
a goal for two hundred and
fifty students and faculty
to participate in the service project. In excess of
three hundred students
and faculty were present
on MLK Day, surpassing
expectations by almost one
hundred individuals.
The celebrations of MLK
Day were capped by a jazz
event in the great hall at
9 p.m. The event featured
live jazz music from Covenant’s jazz band, directed by
James Ward. Students read
excerpts from King’s various speeches, and Rev. IrCONTINUED ON PAGE 2

COVENANT STUDENTS
REFLECT ON RACE
by Anna Smith
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As part of Covenant College’s first official “day-on”
for Martin Luther King Jr.
Day, students Berto Dryden
(‘18), Nyra Johnson (‘18),
and Erik Peeples (‘20)
shared their experience as
black students at Covenant.
“Since I’ve been here,
it’s been kind of a big deal
that MLK Day hasn’t been
celebrated,” Dryden said.
In previous years, Dryden
said, a group of students
would miss class and volunteer in the community to
celebrate the day.
Dryden, Johnson, Peeples, Chaplin Grant Lowe,

Associate Dean of Students
Sarah Ocando, and Professor Amy Bagby worked to
plan activities to celebrate,
including the panel.
“Sometimes hearing
from your peers is good because they’re not above you
or below you, they’re right
there with you,” Dryden
said.
Reverend Irwyn Ince
introduced the panel,
referencing King’s “guiding
principle” which we usually refer to as “nonviolent
resistance,” but the phrase
most often heard in the early days of the Civil Rights
movement was “Christian
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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DOC, I HAVE A COLD. COULD I GET
A PRESCRIPTION FOR MARIJUANA?
by Chris Cox

registration cards that those
who receive a prescription
must use to receive cannabis drugs at a pharmacy or
dispensary.
Of course not everyone
is happy to see this cannabis bill voted on. Lieutenant
Governor Randy McNally
believes marijuana is a gateway drug and should not
be used recreationally or
medically. It is also a long
shot for the bill to pass the
House with many representatives sharing McNally’s
opinion and the presence
of Tennessee’s already strict
alcohol laws.
According to Business
Insider, marijuana will

potentially hit $9.7 billion
in 2017 sales and employ
around 200,000 people.
Support for cannabis is also
increasingly growing in the
US. Last October, the polling service Gallup reported
sixty-four percent of Americans support legalizing
marijuana. Furthermore,
over half of Republicans
also support the legalization of this drug. Therefore,
while Tennessee may not
legalize cannabis this time,
there is an increasingly likely chance recreational and
medical marijuana may be
legalized nationwide in the
next few years.
Should Christians sup-

MLK DAY
OVERVIEW

Covenant’s community on
the experience of African
Americans in the modern context. The service
projects accomplished a
building of community
and growth in a collective
sense. Finally, the jazz event
served to celebrate the work
being done, and encourage
individuals and the campus as a whole to continue
striving towards reconciliation.
The schedule intentionally created experiences
and provided responses to
them. In this way, the day
as a whole reflected the
work and pattern of the
Christian life.
The events of MLK
Day exemplified growing
awareness in Covenant’s
community concerning
race issues in America and
in the church. Yet, as the
students in the panel ex-

pressed, there is still much
work to be done. Growth
will continue as the Covenant community engages
in these discussions in the
future.
Reflecting on the day,
Nabil Ince said, “...if you are
privileged here at Covenant,
be encouraged to close
your mouth and listen, and
if you are on the outskirts
of ‘society’ here at Cov, be
empowered to speak up and
affirm your humanity.”
It is unclear whether
MLK Day will continue to
be hosted on Day of Prayer
in the future. Though the
combination of the two was
not meant to be permanent,
the success of this most recent MLK day may permanently marry the two.

to help Tennessee’s sickest
residents.”
If you have cancer, AIDS,
According to the TennesHIV, PTSD, severe arthritis,
sean, twenty-nine states
or many other conditions,
in the US have legalized
marijuana for medical pur- then you would qualify to
receive a marijuana preposes, and Tennessee may
scription. The state reprebe the the thirtieth after
sentatives estimate up to
two Republican state repsixty-five thousand people
resentatives brought forth
legislation on January 18th in Tennessee will benefit
this year. The bill would not from this new legislation.
In order to regulate dispenallow raw cannabis to be
sold, only oil-based manu- saries and patients, a new
state board called the Tenfactured products, such as
nessee Medical Cannabis
pills or lotions. State SenaCommission will be formed
tor Steve Dickerson comconsisting of doctors, law
mented, “Now is the time
for the General Assembly to enforcement officials, eduembrace thoughtful, medi- cators, and more. They will
cally responsible legislation oversee the management of

gave about ‘having some
sense on the highway of
history’ were fitting for the
institution that is Covenant
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
College. At Covenant I bewin Ince gave a meditation lieve this starts with being
aware of the ways elitism
on race in America.
and classism is perpetuated
In his meditation, titled
“In the Headlights of Histo- even here. Collectively and
individually, people on all
ry,” Rev. Ince spoke on the
levels of this institution will
importance of having wisbenefit from brutally honest
dom in historical bearings
reflection and dialogue.”
in order to fruitfully grow
The schedule of the day
in the future.
was
intentional, said ChapThe jazz celebration was
lain
Lowe, who, among
a popular one, attracting an
others,
headed the organiestimated three hundred
zation
of
the day. The flow
and sixty-one students
of
the
day
by each event
throughout the evening.
was
praise,
followed by eduNabil Ince (‘18), who
cation,
followed
by service,
performs under the name
and
ending
in
celebration.
Seaux Chill, played piano
The sunrise service
for the jazz band at the
brought
students together
event.
to
worship
and introduce
Concerning the event
direction
for
meditation
which featured a mediwith
King’s
speech.
The
tation by his father, Ince
panel
was
meant
to
educate
said, “The words my father

port this cannabis bill? The
Bible speaks clearly Christians should keep clean and
refrain from drunkenness
because our bodies our a
temple of the Holy Spirit (1
Corinthians 6:19). Smoking
marijuana clearly changes
one’s demeanor similar to
the effects of drunkenness,
but the Bible does not explicitly speak about getting
high. If recreational marijuana becomes legal nationwide, then church leaders
are going to have to take a
stronger stance on whether
or not smoking marijuana
is sinful or not.

THE VERDICT
YES,
to snow days.
NO,
to being
trapped on
the mountain.
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THE FLIP SIDE OF GYMNASTICS
by Mackenzie Jones

“It is my honor and privilege to sentence you. You do
not deserve to walk outside
a prison ever again.” On
Wednesday, January 24th,
Judge Rosemarie Aquilina’s
words rang out across the
courtroom, condemning
a former USA Gymnastics
doctor to prison ranging
from 45 to 175 years. According to Fox News, after
a seven-day trial, Dr. Larry
Nassar was charged with
sexually assaulting young
female athletes and thus
pleaded guilty to assaulting
seven people in the Lansing, Michigan, area between 1998 and 2015. Additionally, he was sentenced
to sixty years in prison for
child pornography crimes
and waits until next week
for a trial regarding assault

STUDENTS
REFLECT
ON RACE
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
love.” The panel is important, Ince said, because
Christian love is still our
guiding principle.
“Christian love is not
interested in ‘a cool and
unfeeling faith.’ No, Christian love is particularly
concerned with others and
their well-being,” Ince said.
“If we’re going to grow in
learning how to love well,
conversations like this one
are necessary.”
“It is very important
to hear and to know and
to engage the experiences
of our brothers and sisters here in this panel this
morning, particularly life
with them as minorities on
this campus,” Ince said, encouraging listeners to push
against their biases and
even embrace being made
uncomfortable by what they
heard.
Lowe moderated the
discussion, emphasizing
that the students on the
panel could not speak for
the entire black community,
but were giving listeners a
glimpse into their lives as

in Eaton County, Michigan.
Fifty-four year-old Larry
Nassar was working at
Michigan State University
and USA Gymnastics where
he trained young girls.
According to a prosecutor,
Nassar claimed gymnastics
was a “perfect place” for his
sick acts and even considered himself a “god” within
the world of gymnastics,
clearly taking advantage of
his medical profession. Furthermore, Nassar apparently assaulted the girls in the
same room as their parents
and sometimes even used
a sheet to shield his perverted actions. Many of the
accusers were children at
the time, therefore unaware
of what Nassar was really
doing to them.
Over the seven-day trial,

more than one-hundred
and fifty victims testified
against Nassar, including renowned U.S. Olympic gymnasts Mckayla Maroney, Aly
Raisman, Gabby Douglas,
and Simone Biles. All four
athletes reported Nassar
touching them sexually with
his bare hands as they waited to be treated for injuries.
On Friday, January 19th,
Raisman delivered a nearly
thirteen minute statement
against Nasser. She said,
“Larry, you do realize that
this group of women you
so heartlessly abused over
such a long period of time
are now a force and you are
nothing.” Clearly, Raisman
was referencing the multitude of violated but now
empowered women accusing Nassar of his detestable

crimes against them.
When the hearing ended
this past Wednesday, the
courtroom erupted into
cheers over justice against
Nassar. However, before
Nassar was sentenced, he
said the words against him
had “shaken me to my core.”
He also said, “I will carry
your words with me for the
rest of my days.”
This devastating scandal
has brought more awareness to sexual assault, as
confirmed by the following
words of prosecutor Angela
Povilaitis: “What does it
say about our society that
victims of sexual abuse have
to hide their pain for years
when they did nothing
wrong?” As these gymnasts
uncover their smothered
torment, we as Christians

students at Covenant.
The students discussed
a number of issues relating
to their experiences with
race in American society
and at Covenant, ranging
from white privilege to the
N-word.
“White privilege, it
doesn’t mean that just
because you’re white things
are automatically better or
you don’t have to work at
it,” Peeples said. “It means
me, having to know and
answer some of these questions on the panel, but you
get to listen and never have
to worry about it when you
leave the building.”
“Don’t feel ashamed
about it,” Dryden said. “Just
know that white privilege
does exist.”
The panelists talked
about how encounters with
the police are different
for them and their white
friends, dating and relationships, and how racism looks
different today than it did
fifty years ago.
The panelists shared the
challenges of being black
students at Covenant. It is
hard to be the only black
student in a class and sometimes being viewed as the
spokesperson for all black
people, Peeples said. But he
appreciates that people are

willing to learn and address
tough issues.
It is a blessing to be in
a place among others who
love God and worship him
openly together, Johnson
said, but it can be isolating
for black students because
there are fewer people who
have similar experiences.
The full one hour and
fifteen minute panel discussion is available on SoundCloud or YouTube.
“There’s a lot more that
could be said about race
in America,” Peeples said.
“There’s still more to be
covered, to be talked about,
to be learned.”
Listeners could text
questions in during the
event, but Dryden said
he heard that the system
crashed because so many
people had questions.
“That’s a good sign--people
were curious.”
Dryden is a leader of the
McRae-Zellner Project, a
club that seeks to provide
support for African-American students at Covenant,
and is planning a annual
black history night in late
February. “Maybe I’ll find
time to answer some more
questions” during the event,
Dryden said. “Being a
multicultural leader, I feel I
should know what kind of

questions people have.”
Johnson said she expected the panel to have a more
intellectual effect on listeners, but a number of people
told her that they teared up
during the panel. “It was
affirming to know that it
had an effect on people,”
Johnson said.

CLARIFICATION AND
CORRECTIONS
Please excuse errors in
last issue’s article, as the
Office of Marketing and
Communications was not
accurately represented.
Of the five employees who
worked in the office last
year, two remain on staff:
Tad Evearitt and Todd
Hollback. Additionally, the
article incorrectly stated Jen
Allen’s role. She is currently
serving as interim director
of marketing and communications, while continuing
to serve as a member of the
College Cabinet. Following
the interim period, she will
return to her role as director
of administration for the
Office of the President.

are reminded of a world
aching with depravity and
unrighteousness. While we
might not be able to relate
to these women, we can
certainly stand alongside
any victim of sexual abuse
and listen to them as they
try to process unspeakable
tragedies, mourn a loss of
innocence, and cry out for
safety and peace. Over and
over again, God has proven
His faithfulness and has
assured us in His Word He
will make all things new;
however, we must not deny
the need to weep with those
who weep (Romans 12:15).
*Information taken from
Fox News

FACULTY
QUOTE OF
THE WEEK
“Now I’m
thankful for
my name.
The Reformed,
conservative
Christian
community now
has a female
voice.”
-Dr. Kelly Kapic
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HOT SUPER BOWL PREDICTIONS
byWill Friesen

Grab your nachos, it’s Super
Bowl time! On February 4,
the New England Patriots
and the Philadelphia Eagles
will go head-to-head for
Super Bowl LII. I have a few
predictions and, all modesty aside, you can take these
bad boys to the bank. Let’s
get started.
At some point in the
game, someone will vomit
on the field. Perhaps Belichick replaces a sideline
referee’s pregame milk

with much older milk. I’m
not positive…. But if your
roommate wants to bet that
no one will yak this Super
Bowl, well, that’s easy cash.
Furthermore, the Eagles will end the first half
leading 17-2. If you’d like
to bet against a safety, I’ll
happily take your dollars off
your hands. The Patriots’
halftime locker room will
look one part “Facing the
Giants,” one part “Silence
of the Lambs,” with Bill Belichick ripping the stitches
out of Brady’s thumb with

his teeth mid-pep talk. It
pays off. On the first snap of
the second half the Patriots
offensive line will collapse,
forcing Tom Brady out of
the pocket and rushing past
the line of scrimmage. He’ll
take this one 70+ yards, all
the way to the end zone.
The entire nation will be
changing their pants for
various reasons, I guarantee
it.
Are you more interested
in commercials than the
game itself? Not to worry.
One thing is for sure, at

UN-SEXY PLAYERS
by Nate Plating

Al Horford, King of Boring
Sex sells. It is an unfortunate reality that both
the common man and the
N.B.A. are aware of. Because of this, extra attention
is often given to the N.B.A.’s
supposed sexiest players:
J.R. Smith, Meyers Leonard,
Kelly Oubre. They, and a
few others, have managed
to stand out as the steamiest among some of the
most athletically gifted and
skilled individuals alive.
Should they, however, really
be paid extra attention for
this? As Christians, our
value comes not in how
silky smooth our on and off
court game is, our objectively handsome selves,
or our incredible bodies.
No, our value comes from
Heaven. So, in an effort to
level the playing field for a
moment, I will focus attention on the less sexy side of
the N.B.A., particularly Al
Horford.
Now, I am sure some of
you may be thinking that
sexiness is subjective and
reminding yourselves of the
age-old adage, “Sexiness is
in the eye of the beholder.”
So, for the sake of transparency, I will explain why I
determined the aforementioned three players to be
sexy. J.R. Smith made the
list due to his unnecessary
and often confusing removal of his shirt. Meyers
Leonard made the list due
to his Adonis-like physique.

And Kelly Oubre made the
list due to his lanky Supreme sleeve-covered body
and willingness to throw
down if you dare touch him
or one of his teammates
(watch out Klay Thompson,
Kelly Olynyk, and the back
of John Wall’s head…Kelly
Olynyk is also undoubtedly
one of the least sexy players
in the N.B.A.).
With that out of the way,
I will move into the boring, un-sexy realm of the
N.B.A., a realm justly and
calmly ruled by its king, Al
Horford. Do not be mistaken, Al Horford is good. In
2006 and 2007 he helped
lead a Florida Gators team
to being only the second
team to win back-to-back
National Championships,
averaging just shy of a double-double his junior, and
final, season. He then went
on to be picked third overall by the Atlanta Hawks in
the 2007 draft behind the
incredible Greg Oden and
his un-incredible knees and
the actually incredible Kevin Durant. Horford made
the N.B.A.’s All-Rookie
First Team and within three
seasons received his first
All-Star selection. Perhaps
most impressively, however, he was the 2011 N.B.A.
Shooting Stars champion
alongside Coco Miller
and Steve Smith. Horford
cemented himself as a star
in Atlanta before moving to
Boston last season, continuing to put up respectable
numbers and playing well

off of Irving this season.
The stats do not lie. 4x
N.B.A. All-Star Al Horford is certainly not a bad
basketball player; he is
just really boring. He is a
powerful player, and really
good at that classic big man
dunk where they dunk really hard while completely
outstretching their arm and
barely managing to get the
ball over the top of the rim
— a rim they grab just long
enough so we know it was
a dunk — but no longer.
It gets two points, but it is
certainly not the coolest
dunk in the book. He also
sometimes does that big
man dunk on someone and
it energizes his crowd and
team, and you expect for
him to scream and flex, or
at least emote, but he does
not. Every so often he does
let out a quick yell, and
then regains his composure
and hustles back down the
court. His dunk, however, is
not the most notable part of
his game. This honor would
go to his jumpshot. Horford’s jumpshot looks like
someone taught a young
child who was not strong
enough to shoot how to
heave the ball to the rim,
and from there it never developed further. His jump
shot goes in, but the downside is that it makes him
physically incapable of fading away, one of the sexiest
things a player can do. It
does, however, couple well
with his pump fake where
he never actually moves the

some point in the fourth
quarter, the Eagles will
take a timeout just long
enough for Hardee’s to run
a commercial. This one will
be simple, just a chubby
dude in a t-shirt watching
a beautiful woman struggle
to eat a burger while you
reconsider ever bringing a
child into this world. I don’t
know about your dad, but
mine will absolutely weep
for the America that once
was.
But how will it all end? I
predict that the disgusting

Hardee’s commercial will
play a pivotal role in the final outcome of Super Bowl
LII. Both teams will be
watching it on the sideline,
and the more sensitive Patriots will be appalled into
torpor while the “Filthy
Philly” Eagles will experience a juggernautic boost
of bloodlust that will secure
their victory. The final score
will be 23-19. Thank me
later.

ball, but instead just squats
down underneath it and
then makes his move. His
game, boring and weird as
it may be, does get the job
done.
Horford should not be
written off for his boringness, but he should instead
be applauded for his skill
and the results he gets. We
cannot all be sexy, but we

do all deserve recognition
for our accomplishments,
recognition that should be
channeled into praise to the
one true God, as we are all
image-bearers and display
the intricacy and diversity
with which He created us
through our every action.
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WHAT’S IN STORE FOR THE THEATRE DEPARTMENT?
by Esther Pruitt

This spring, the Covenant
community can anticipate
three performances by the
Theatre Department: The
Importance of Being Ernest
by Oscar Wilde, which is
already well underway in
terms of production; Peter/
Wendy by Jeremy Bloom,
which will be directed by
Abigail DeGraaf (‘18); and
a new tradition unfolding
at Covenant, which will
invite any member of the
student body to partake in a
showcase of student talent,
regardless of background or
experience. This revue will
be led by Drama Club president, Maya Pirschel (‘19).
Covenant College’s Theatre
Department calls for the
mountain’s attention, and
from the excitement expressed by various members of the department, the
attention is well deserved.
When asked about the
current work on The Importance of Being Ernest,
Will Payne (‘20) addressed
a comical factor in this
production: his role as Lady

Bracknell. “On the practical
side, taking this role is a
fantastic chance to expand
my grasp of the craft of acting. Cross-gender roles in
the theatre, although rarely
done at Covenant, have
a history reaching back
thousands of years.” Payne
offered insight as to why it
is not such a shock that a
man would be cast as the
female role, explaining that
the character is often played
by a man. “Christian actor
David Suchet played [Lady
Bracknell]; Brian Bedford
and Geoffrey Rush played
her. It’s an uproariously
funny and interesting role
for a male actor to play.”
To further note the impact that the cross-gender
role has on the show, Payne
revealed a bit about the
content of the story itself.
“One of the play’s primary lines of satire relies on
over-exaggeration of gender
to reveal the ridiculousness
of traditional values…The
whole play is about people
pretending to be different
than they really are. No
one ever speaks a sincere

sentence… plus, it is full of
subtexts about gender, sexuality, and closeted identity.
Casting Bracknell as a male
actor helps to underscore
those subtexts, and give
the audience more to think
about.”
Abigail DeGraaf, senior
theatre major, has been
granted the unique opportunity to expand her mastery of show production:
she is to direct her very
own play. With an open
semester before she enters
Covenant’s Master of Arts
in Teaching program in the
fall, DeGraaf requested to
direct the upcoming show
Peter/Wendy, a challenge
that was granted with
overwhelming support by
Covenant’s Drama Club.
“It will be incredibly helpful to have this experience
as a graduate student and
as someone interested in
teaching drama.” DeGraaf
reflects on her Covenant
education fondly: “Experience in every aspect of
production was offered by
Covenant, so I’ll have some
know-how in every area.”

Currently, DeGraaf anticipates a healthy challenge in
taking each part of a production and orchestrating it
into one big picture.
DeGraaf believes it is
important to create a vision
for the story and the characters before going into
casting and full-on production. With auditions
right around the corner in
early February, DeGraaf has
been spending ample time
reading the biography of
playwright Jeremy Bloom
and the work of J.M Barrie’s
Peter Pan, which inspired
the script of Peter/Wendy.
In her preparation, DeGraaf feels she can obtain
a vision for the show and
cast a group of actors who
will hold to and enrich that
vision.
Drama Club president
Maya Pirschel initiated a
new tradition Covenant
students can look forward
to: a showcase of talent
open to the public’s participation. According to
Pirschel, the theme of the
showcase is, “Parts I’ll never
play/dream roles.” The

THE MAN WHO INVENTED CHRISTMAS
by Marie Bowen
Starring Dan Stevens as
Charles Dickens (18121870) and Christopher
Plummer as Ebenezer
Scrooge, The Man Who
Invented Christmas is a
charming movie based on
the original publication
of A Christmas Carol in
1843. This movie centers
around Dickens’ writing of
the well-known and loved
novella, which the movie
painted as a revolutionary
work, forever connecting Dickens to the idea of
Christmas. By showing
a new perspective of this
popular Christmas story,
The Man Who Invented

Christmas brings Dickens
to life as an avid storyteller,
eager to share his work with
the world and inspire a different look on social norms
and overlooked corruption.
The movie follows Dickens as he attempts to find
inspiration for a new book
that can follow his recent
success of The Pickwick
Papers and The Adventures
of Oliver Twist. Dickens,
painted as a passionate,
often absent-minded fellow,
risks much with the hope
that he can complete this
book, which he calls his
best work yet, by the holiday season. He interacts
with the apparitions of his
characters as he attempts

to know them and write
their story. As Kerry Brown
wrote in his New York
Times review on The Man
Who Invented Christmas,
Dickens is seen as a “secret
documentarian” writing
himself into parts of the
character of Scrooge.
Throughout the movie,
Dickens shows his disdain
for the selfish, advantaged
people who take no stock in
caring for those lowly and
in need. He writes Scrooge
as a hard-hearted, cruel
man stuck in his ways and
incapable of any kindness.
Anna Murphy, Dickens’
young Irish maid who was
raised on superstition and
storytelling, inspires Dick-

ens’ writing throughout
the movie and encourages
him that the despicable,
seemingly unredeemable
character of Scrooge ought
to exhibit change, or else
the book leaves the reader
hopeless and depressed.
One of the most fascinating pieces of this movie was
the way Dickens develops
through self-reflection and
identifying himself with
the protagonist of his own
novel. Only by seeing himself in aspects of the cruelty
and selfishness of Scrooge
is Dickens able to write redemption into the story of
a rich, greedy man. Dickens
realizes he has been failing
to care for his often waste-

theme alludes to the event’s
purpose: an opportunity to
perform for those who may
not have time to commit to
the department, or those
who have very little experience in theatre.
Pirschel invites the
student body to consider
participating regardless
of background or major.
“There may be a play or
musical that you’ve always
wanted to be in but there
was never the opportunity. Now you can take a
moment from that show
and just have fun with it.”
Pirschel recalled her inspiration for the idea: her
director in high school held
a similar event. “I want people to come and showcase
their talent, and we can all
come together as a community and support each other
with no judges and no auditions.” The event is expected
to be held on Friday, March
23, and the students behind
the production cannot wait
to share the stage with Covenant’s community.

photo by Reed Schick

ful, yet needy father, and
that he has not been prioritizing his wife and family.
The character transformation of both Dickens and
Scrooge is heart-warming
and satisfying.
Despite some fabrication, The Man Who Invented Christmas shines light
on Charles Dickens and the
historical setting in which
he wrote A Christmas Carol. This movie is a heartfelt
reminder there may be a
little bit of Scrooge in all of
us, and we ought to strive
to love others and spread
the Christmas cheer Dickens and Scrooge advocate
for through action and not
just empty words.
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ATMOSPHERE: A
COVENANT ALUMNI
ART SHOW
by Ellie Brown

Let’s face it, we all have a
love/hate relationship with
social media, especially
when it comes to sharing
our art — whether it be
paintings, songs, or poetry — but what if I told you
that sharing your work
could actually be inspiring other people to create
things? That’s exactly what
inspired Dr. Elissa Weichbrodt to curate the show
Atmosphere, currently on
display in Kresge Library.
During the round table
discussion with the three
featured artists on January
18, Dr. Weichbrodt remarked, “This show came
to me through Instagram.”
While she chooses not to
follow current students,
Weichbrodt follows her
graduated students with
great interest. She explained
that she noticed three artists, all alumni of Covenant,
who were using different
mediums to explore similar
themes of atmosphere and
landscape. Alicia Zanoni,
Hannah White, and Caleb Stoltzfus all graduated
in 2015, and each had a
different story to tell about
their work — from subject
matter, to process, to inspiration.
The work of all of these
artists, as described by Dr.
Weichbrodt, is interested in
“what hangs between you as
the viewer and what you’re
looking at.” In Zanoni’s
paintings, fog is featured
prominently, while White’s

watercolor squares record
light at a given point in the
day, with the result morphing into a cloudlike shape.
In Stoltzfus’ paintings,
“light becomes very material,” with the colors hovering
over the subject.
Dr. Weichbrodt kicked
off the discussion by asking,
“Why landscape?” Zanoni
answered first, saying,
“Landscape is full of posture.” According to Zanoni,
posture describes how we’re
feeling even more so than
words can. She described
her thought process as
“pushing past the boundary of what we can put into
words.”
White had a different
reason and talked about
how after graduation there
was a lot of moving around
and rapid change. “[I spent]
a lot of time waiting; waiting for things to get better,
waiting for inspiration.
Landscape became a way
for me to watch time pass
by, to watch the waiting
pass by.”
Lastly, Stoltzfus answered by saying he has
always been interested in
the relationship between
religion and art and in
“representing spiritual
things with physical paint.”
His paintings are “immediate and guttural reactions
to the landscape.” He went
looking for challenges and
for things that mystified
him at first, attempting to
transfer the image he saw to
his canvas.
Process was the next

question Dr. Weichbrodt
had for the panelists. White
talked about how she has
loved to make graph paper for a long time, being
drawn to math, systems,
and imperfections. “Imperfections in math are why I
went into art,” she said with
a laugh. White’s pieces feature thousands of squares,
each one a documented
moment of the sky. “Each
square is a sky that I’ve witnessed, and each painting is
a collection of skies.”
Zanoni had a totally different approach to
process, saying her work is
mainly created through a
“back and forth of addition
and subtraction,” using
Q-tips to pull back layers of
paint instead of continually
layering the paint on top
of itself. To her, the process “reflects how life feels.
We receive things and lose
things, and we’re not used
to having one without the
other.” Her painting “Overlook Sunrise” was inspired
by a photo on President
Halvorson’s Instagram.
(See, you never know how
your Instagram posts might
inspire others.)
Shifting the conversation
a bit, Professor Jeffrey Morton brought up the idea that

NEW YEAR, NEW ALBUM:
BØRNS DROPS BLUE MADONNA
by Lidia Dunayeva

Garrett Borns opened this
new year by releasing the
long overdue Blue Madonna album, following up the
ethereal Dopamine of 2014.
The band killed fans softly
in 2017 by slowly releasing
singles like “Faded Heart”
and “Sweet Dreams.” No
one was quite ready for it at
the time, and I, for one, felt
confused. I didn’t particularly like either of the new
releases and felt less than
hopeful for the new album,
until, of course, it finally
released.
During Børns’ Dopamine world tour, he advised his fans to “believe in
your outer alien and inner
grandma for extra living”
— a nod to his personal
style and character both on
and off stage. He’s endearing...and that’s why we love
him. Børns has been weird
and electric from the moment he graced us with his
presence half a decade ago,
and the key is that he has
remained this way.

Børns has come up with
a new approach to express
his inner nostalgia to his
loving fan base. He’s still
weird, but with a little
more polish. He managed
to catch Gucci’s eye and
naturally their support (as
shown in the new album
cover). But what about the
new music? Blue Madonna strongly resembles the
iconic White Album by
The Beatles. We like these
albums, but we might have
heard it all before. With
several references to spirituality and the search for
both the past and what’s to
come, Børns’ productions
orchestrate a dramatic marriage between nostalgia and
futurism.
I must say, the sugar-coated glamour in
Dopamine might have
checked itself at the door
as soon as Blue Madonna came around, offering
instead a sort of conflictingly calming psychedelic
frenzy. Favorite tracks on
Blue Madonna include,
“God Save Our Young

Blood” sampling Lana Del
Rey, “Bye-Bye Darling” (the
most Beatle-esque track
on the album), and “Blue
Madonna.”
What continues to
amaze me is that Børns
is so much his own choir,
literally and hypothetically. His voice somehow
transcends human comprehension to bring his
hearers into a completely
other-worldly experience.
He even suggested to his
fans that they listen to the
new album repeatedly on
high volume so that they
can fully partake of his
new gift and be thoroughly
“baptized in blue skies.”
Although Blue Madonna
is a bit of a change, I look
forward to following Børns’
music as he tours the United States once again. Maybe
Børns’ faithful followers
have all been growing over
the years alongside him,
and the new tunes will be
just what we didn’t know
we needed.

landscape painting makes
both the artist and the
viewer small, and he asked
each of the artists why that
was important in relation
to their work. White immediately answered, “It’s
hugely humbling. There’s a
lot of doubt in making art.
Artists have always wanted
to be original: ‘No one else
does this, or no one else
can.’ But it’s dangerous to
think of ourselves as Creators — with a capital C —
as Christians. Landscapes
are the original art. We are
creators, but we are more
imitators and creatures.”
Continuing the conversation, Prof. Morton
then asked, “What do you
believe about painting?”
Stoltzfus replied by saying
he has always been interested in the figure because it
was created in God’s image.
Studying the figure tells the
viewer more about the One
who created it, and landscape does the same. “The
way you look at the world
tells you more about God,”
he said. Zanoni agreed, referencing an earlier conversation with Prof. Morton,
where he said, “We read
books because they give us
language [for things] we
don’t know or even things

photo by Lydia Holt

we don’t know how to think
about.” To her, painting is
just that. Some things don’t
need words in order to be
described or pondered.
Dr. Weichbrodt wrapped
up the conversation by
talking about how her
six-year-old son saw Stoltzfus’ painting and didn’t
understand why he would
paint a stump. Dr. Weichbrodt then asked him what
color he usually thought a
stump was, and he replied,
“Brown.” Dr. Weichbrodt
then lifted him up to look
at the painting up close and
then asked what colors he
saw. He was amazed by how
many colors a single stump
could have. “You paint the
stump so that you can see
the stump,” Dr. Weichbrodt
said to those attending the
reception. “Sometimes we
think of seeing as objective.
[But] if you think of light as
a material thing, then we’re
actually touching it with
our eyeballs all the time.
Atmosphere is the stuff that
binds us all together.”
In conclusion, let this
be an encouragement to all
of you creative people out
there. Don’t be afraid to
share your work. It might
just inspire someone.
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SPEAK UP: WHY CHRISTIANS MUST ZEALOUSLY
AND UNASHAMEDLY DEFEND LIFE
by Leif Le Mahieu

As our school celebrated
Martin Luther King, Jr. Day
and the stand he took for
justice and equal rights, I
thought that it would be
appropriate to bring up
another issue of justice
that is not receiving as
much attention on campus:
abortion. On January 22,
1973, the Supreme Court
legalized abortion in the
landmark case Roe v. Wade.
Since that date, the lives of
over fifty million unborn
children have been ended
on the altar of convenience,
privacy, and women’s rights.
This number is astounding. This would be roughly
equivalent to killing the
entire population of Australia twice and then some.
We live in a culture of death

that elevates instant gratification at the cost of personal responsibility and morality. As Christians, we must
speak out against abortion
and live in a manner that
values life at all stages.
For Christians, ignoring
abortion is not an option.
There is simply no middle
ground. William Wilberforce, the great abolitionist
who led the fight against
the slave trade in England
once said to Christians
sitting on the fence about
slavery, “You may choose to
look the other way, but you
can never say you did not
know.”
We cannot be silent
or ignore an issue simply
because it is unpopular
or departs from the party
line of progressivism. True
courage is standing up to

the popular culture and
speaking the truth that no
one wants to hear. In this
instance, it means saying
abortion ends the life of an
innocent child. Yes, speak
the truth in love. But don’t
forget that sometimes,
telling the truth needs to
be done firmly and without
compromise. Just as Wilberforce believed Christians
needed to work together to
end slavery, so must Christians today join together to
support life and speak out
against barbaric institutions
like Planned Parenthood.
However, speaking up
means more than just condemning abortion. There
is a whole range of activities that Christians can
engage in to support life.
Churches should welcome
and provide support for

SUICIDE AWARENESS
by Margaret Duncan

Suicide is the tenth leading
cause of death in America,
taking the life of 44,965
people each year in America alone (American Foundation for Suicide Prevention). Suicide is a topic that
touches the lives of many,
yet it is a topic misunderstood by many. My hope is
that by sharing my experience I can help educate our
community on this issue
and help put a stop to common misunderstandings
about the cause of suicide.
Depression is a chronic
disease which will always
be a part of my life. Every
day, I have to make a conscious choice to not let it
control my life. This choice
is made possible by the
help of medical and therapeutic professionals and by
the support of the circle of
people who bless me with
their frequent prayers. Still,
depression wins on some
days. Some days, I cannot
make my body overcome its
illness.
April 18, 2017, was
one of those days. I woke
up that day with a lack of
willpower and ability to
fight my sickness. I had
overpowering thoughts
telling me my life had no
purpose. I thought no one
would be harmed if I was
no longer alive. I believed
Satan’s lie that the pain I
was experiencing would be
forever. My body gave into
the thoughts. I attempted
to take my life and commit
suicide by jumping from a
cliff. I would have died that
day apart from the intervention of a higher power.
God preserved my life.
I was ashamed of my
actions and feared the
responses I imagined from
peers. I told the story many
times over as though the
event was an accident. I was

scared of how people might
react if they found out the
truth. I felt like I had been
a coward, running from my
suffering. Two weeks after
the event, I was finally able
to tell the true story to a
dear friend. She wisely realized she was not equipped
to give me the support and
help required, so she helped
me to bring trusted adults
and professionals into the
situation.
Suicide is rarely an
isolated problem rather it
is a symptom of an illness.
Depression is one of many
mental and physical illnesses that can lead to suicidal
ideation and actions. I
would also argue depression is often a symptom of
many other factors which
all come from the common
root of living in a fallen
world.
Suicide is not a cowardly
attempt to escape our pain.
It is a lament of the pain
and a cry for the injustice
of the world. It may be a
self-focused act in some situations, but I would argue
that the majority of all our
actions are as well, especially when we are in pain. But
more often than not, those
who commit suicide do so
because they believe the
world and their loved ones
would truly be better — or
at least would not notice —
if they were gone. Many of
those who have attempted
suicide saw themselves as
a burden, so to be rid of
them would ease the pain
of others. Often it is seen at
the time as a selfless act to
protect loved ones.
While there are many
different causes and motivations for committing
suicide, suicide is never
an appropriate or healthy
response to suffering.
John 20:31 encourages
us by declaring Christ has
come so we may believe

and have life. Similarly John
10:10 says He came to give
us life in abundance. I have
hope knowing I have a life
worth living because Jesus
gave it to me. He came and
died so we might have a full
and everlasting life from
the moment we accept His
salvation and enter into His
embrace.
Having hope does not
mean fighting mental
health is easy. I have hope
that the life I presently live
can be filled with joy. But
joy does not mean a lack
of suffering. The pain in
my past, and that which
I expect will come, is no
less than it was before.
But while learning to cope
with the pain, my heart
both weeps and rejoices.
We lament the evil we have
brought into the world but

single women expecting
children and provide aid
to those seeking to adopt.
Individuals can volunteer or financially support
crisis pregnancy centers.
Christians should support
pro-life politicians seeking
to pass pro-life laws and defund Planned Parenthood
(which has been caught on
video discussing the sale of
baby parts). Most importantly, Christians should
pray. Pray for women in difficult situations, pray for the
Holy Spirit to change the
hearts of abortion doctors,
and pray for those engaging
in this cultural battle on a
daily basis.
Christians are called to
actively engage the culture
while promoting the truth
and grace of Jesus Christ.
On the issue of abortion,

Christians cannot afford
to be silent or passive. One
day we will stand before Jesus and have to answer for
our actions. Did we stand
up for life, or did we remain silent in an attempt to
appease the world? I would
like to challenge every student at Covenant to give at
least ten dollars to a pro-life
organization. There are a
plethora of good ministries
including Live Action, Save
the Storks, and Students for
Life. Ten dollars is nothing.
We often happily spend ten
dollars on a trip to Starbucks or Taco Bell and even
more on the new clothes
we purchase. So, let’s speak
up and give a little of our
resources to support life.

we hope in the redemption
the Father has given us.
A dear friend once said
to me, “You cannot kill
yourself because you are
not your own. You belong
to someone else who has reserved the right to give and
take away life.” There are no
verses directly condemning
those who commit suicide
in the Bible, but there are
direct verses about why you
cannot claim ultimate authority over your life.” (See
Job 10:12, Genesis 2:7, Job
1:21, Psalm 90:1-10).
Martin Luther said, “You
cannot keep birds from flying over your head but you
can keep them from building a nest in your hair.” It is
not abnormal to have occasional thoughts of suicidal
ideation, but it is when one
meditates and dwells on the

thoughts or makes plans
to harm one’s self that is
becomes cause for major
concern. If you have any
concerns for your safety or
that of a friend, please seek
professional help as quickly
as possible.
For the National Suicide
Prevention Lifeline Call
1-800-273-8255. For free
counseling from the Covenant Health & Counseling
Services, contact the Priesthill Center at 706-419-1275.
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I HAVE A DREAM
by Matt Leo
I have a dream that one day
Covenant will pray for the
unity of this nation. I have
a dream that Covenant will
continue to celebrate Martin Luther King Jr. Day. I
have a dream that Covenant
will be the beacon of hope
and freedom and justice on
Lookout Mountain that Dr.
King spoke of.
MLK Day was an incredible experience. The
sunrise service at Rock City
sent chills down my spine
as I heard Dr. King’s voice
resound over the assembled

students; asking that freedom be proclaimed from
our humble hill. The panel
enlightened me and gave
answers to many questions
that I hadn’t asked because
I was afraid to voice them.
Being able to talk freely and
openly about issues such
as racism here on campus
was enriching. The service
project helped us to re-orient ourselves and remember that we as Christians
are called to serve. And
finally, the Jazz celebration
capped off the entire day
with a wonderfully relaxed

evening listening to excerpts from Dr. King’s life.
All four of those events
were inspiring and beneficial in helping to celebrate
and commemorate a man
that has reshaped American
culture.
But as we celebrated,
how many of us forgot to
pray? It was supposed to
be a day of prayer after all.
After the sunrise service,
how many of us prayed for
the injustices still happening in this country? In the
midst of celebrating, we as
a school need to remember
that there are still issues
that this country faces, and
that most of these issues are
far beyond our control. In

his speech, Dr. King spoke
of progressive change and
hoped for a better future.
He didn’t speak of a country that had everything
right, but was longing for a
day in which things were.
As we look at our culture
today, we can still see great
scars and open wounds
that have not healed. The
only way to resolve these
great wounds is to pray to
an Almighty God. He is the
only one who has complete
control and can heal the
divisions in this country.
Yet, on a day in which
there was much opportunity to express our concern to
our Father in Heaven about
the issues that this country is facing, there wasn’t
much opportunity to pray.
Dr. King spoke of freedom
resounding from Lookout
Mountain, and the only
freedom that we as Christians are able to proclaim
is freedom through Christ.
How are we able to make
lasting change and to establish an era of freedom if we
don’t verbally ask God for
it? We need to continually
pray for freedom, especially

for those that frequently
encounter injustice. On a
day in which we are seeking
to stitch up the wounds of
this country, shouldn’t it
be through prayer? As I
conversed with many of my
friends and other students
about their thoughts about
Day of Prayer and Martin
Luther King Day being
combined, I heard many
negative reviews about how
each should have its own
day. I agree with some of
their thoughts and fully
support that MLK day
should have a special day.
However, I believe that
we at Covenant are able
to make lasting change
through prayer. If we do
not orient ourselves back to
God through prayer, there
will never be any lasting
freedom. I believe that
MLK Day should be a day
of prayer especially focusing on the injustices that are
currently happening and
that the wounds may be
healed. Without our Father,
these issues will persist and
tear this country apart.

WORDS, WORDS, WORDS
by Hannah O’Donnell

how they impacts us and
those around us.
Chaplain Lowe gave a
How many times have you
great chapel talk recentbeen hurt by the words of
ly discussing Ephesians.
others? How many times
The part that hit me the
have your words hurt
most was his discussion
others, intentionally or
on words. As Christians,
unintentionally? Words
we have a responsibility
have power, more power
to share the Gospel with
than what we can imagine.
Words can build each other others. The Lord can emmenu items that work with will defy all of your pancake up, and words can also
power us with our words
dietary restrictions. As
stereotypes. Rather than
teared people down. Words to help reach lost souls. Yet
such, they have a different
merely being a conveyor
if we use our words to hurt
help us understand the
vegan pancake every Friday for syrup and whipped
others or don’t carefully
heart of others.
and let me tell you they are cream, these blue cornmeal
In my life, I have heard a consider the words we use,
good — even this definitely pancakes offer a texture
then we are not being the
lot of happy words, angry
non-vegan approves. With
and flavor unto themselves. words, funny words, etc.
best examples of Christ to
quirky salt and pepper
This stack of three is topped Each word can inspire an
others.
shakers on each table and
with pico de gallo, pickled
I am not saying that we
emotion or a feeling in the
water served in beer glasses jalapeños, crema, cilantro,
need to all become perfect,
recipient. For me person(don’t come after me, Jon
and a poached egg.
because we will never even
ally, words have a lot of
Wylie), this brunch spot is
For those of you who
impact. Words that are said come close to perfection.
casual and puts their energy like your pancakes danto me often decide whether What I am saying is that we
towards the food.
gerously sweet, they someneed to become more conmy day is a good day or a
This new hot spot takes
times serve Cinnamon
scious of the things we do
bad day. Words of affirmaa different approach to
Roll Pancakes with spiced
and the things we say. We
tion is my love language
business by only being open pecans and mint that are
need to think through our
and kind words are how I
Friday, Saturday, and Sunperfect for any sweet tooth. know that I am loved. But
words before they leave our
day mornings, and a maThe featured pancakes and
when I get criticism, wheth- mouths. A lot of this Chapjority of the menu changes
quiches change per day/
lain Lowe said in chapel,
er on a paper, a mistake,
every week. They have a
weekend and always bring
but I reiterate this because
or worse, it causes my self
few standard dishes that are something new, such as
worth to fall. While my self it is important. People hear
always available and deliMolasses Pancakes with
our words and believe that
worth should not be based
cious, such as the Biscuits
bacon confetti, coffee
what we say is what we
on this, I think this shows
and Gravy. A cakey biscuit
butter, and a poached egg.
actually believe. Words are
the impact that words can
is paired with traditional
Their quiches and pies are
representations of what
have.
homestyle sausage gravy or prepared with homemade
happens in the heart. If we
Yet we are in a culture
a mild, creamy mushroom
pie crusts and local eggs.
are gossiping, saying hurtthat just throws out words.
gravy. But why choose? Just The best I’ve had thus far is The popularity of expletives ful things, or using expleask for some of each and
the Roasted Red Pepper Pie has skyrocketed and this is
tives, then those words are
bask in the glory of both.
with goat cheese and pesto. extremely apparent everyshowing the world what
Other favorites always on
This quirky, flavor-filled
is in our hearts. If we say
where we look. I underthe menu are various quich- restaurant is quickly bekind things about others to
stand the word that comes
es, homemade baked goods, coming a St. Elmo staple
others, encouraging others,
out when you stub your
and everything bagels —
and is giving new life to old toe. However, very often, I
we show the world the love
complete with jalapeños
breakfast foods. Given that go on Facebook or Instaof the Lord.
and rainbow sprinkles.
it is the closest breakfast
Words have the power
gram and see expletives. I
The best aspect of this
place to campus, you have
to build people up and tear
turn on the radio and the
ever-changing menu is how no choice but to check it
them down. We as Chrisfrequency of the vulgar
it allows the chef endless
out. Take your favorite veg- language is alarming. These tians have the opportunity
creative freedom with bold an, order something you’ve word choices in songs and
to use our words to love
flavor pairings. These flanever had before, and get
others and share the Gosonline are not coming out
vors are far from a Cracker ready to have a new favorite accidently, but purposely.
pel. Why would we ever
Barrel breakfast. The Blue
brunch spot.
use our words for anything
These words have become
Cornmeal “Taco” Pancakes
else?
so ingrained in our culture
are bright and daring and
in our minds, we do not see

PUGH REVIEW: SYRUP AND EGGS
by Anna Pugh

One of the best things
about going to a college on
the edge of a city is there
is always a new restaurant
that you have yet to visit.
This week’s find is Syrup
and Eggs, a locally-sourced
restaurant focused on
bringing bold new flavors.
Located in the former St.
Elmo fire station in a circa
1934 building, this small
breakfast and brunch spot
is quickly becoming a local
favorite with unique food
and a fresh approach to the
restaurant business. The
atmosphere is defined by
the historic building which
boasts exposed brick walls
and large doors which open
in the warmer months with
a view out to the street.
With assorted mix-andmatch tables and chairs,
Syrup and Eggs has created a relaxed environment
compared to most formal
brunch restaurants.
Even though it has
only been open for a few
months, this eatery is
dedicated to using local
ingredients and partnering
with other Chattanooga
businesses. Their coffee is
from Mad Priest Roasters
and comes in an assortment
of mugs — today’s being
dolphins gleefully jumping in front of a sunset.
Not only is most of their
food locally-sourced, but
they also strive to offer

